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QUESTION 1

Kelly supports the Inventory application. This application is accessed by staff in India, the UK, Brazil, and the USA. For
reasons of performance and contingency planning, the office in each country has its own server. Kelly needs the
Inventory application to reside on each of these servers, and she needs to ensure that the application data and design is
kept in sync among all of these locations. 

How can Kelly meet this requirement? 

A. Select the Inventory application. For each server, create a replica of the application by selecting File > Replication >
new replica, and specify the target Server. 

B. Select the Inventory application. For each server, create a copy of the application by selecting File > Application >
New Cope. Specify the target Server, and select the Synchronize option. 

C. Select the Inventory application. For each server, create a mirror of the application by selecting File > Application >
New Mirror, and specify the target Server. 

D. Select the Inventory application. For each server, create a synchronized copy of the application by selecting File >
Synchronization > New Copy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Cindy wants to edit her style sheet resource using a third-party tool. Which one of the following should Cindy do? 

A. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Open With, then identify her preferred
editor. 

B. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Open With>External Editor, then identify
her preferred editor. 

C. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Open With>Thirdparty Tool, then identify
her preferred editor. 

D. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Export to save the style sheet to the file
system, the open it in her preferred editor. After making her changes, she will need to choose Sync to bring the changes
into the application. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Muriel has integrated an outline into her database to provide the navigation, and she has verified that the functionality is
correct. Instead of displaying the default folder icons to indicate when an outline entry can be expanded, Muriel would
like to display a plus sign, similar to what she sees in the Domino Designer interface when looking at the outline of
design elements for a database, and similar to what her users see when they open Windows Explorer. 

How can Muriel get the desired appearance for her outline? 
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A. Open the Outline Entry properties box for each expanded entry. From the Info tab, select Image and select "OS
style". 

B. Open the outline and from the Outline properties box, select the Styles tab. Select "Three options". In the options
area that now displays, select "Show twisties", and select "OS style. 

C. Create or locate graphics of the plus sign and the minus sign. Copy these graphics as expand.gif and collapse.gif to
the server\\'s domino\graphics folder, replacing the default icons. 

D. Open the Embedded Outline properties box from the page on which the outline is embedded. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Janira is adding a Received date to her Video Rental form. She would like to have the date field show the user a
calendar for date selection. 

How would she accomplish this? 

A. Set the field Type to Calendar 

B. Set the field Style to Noted Calendar control 

C. Set the field Type to Calendar/Time 

D. Set the filed Style to Calendar/Time control 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Erica is writing a formula to determine the number of elements in a list. She wants to ensure that a nonzero positive
value is returned, even if the value her @Function is evaluating turns out to be a null string. 

Which one of the following can she do to accomplish this? 

A. Use a default formula of 1 

B. Use @Elements and add 1 to the total 

C. Use the @Count function instead of @Elements 

D. Use @Elements([PosInteger]) to ensure that the desired format is returned 

Correct Answer: C 
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